
RainbowPentominoes (LER 286-6)
have been specially scored to show
the five congruent squares that form
each piece. This special scoring helps
children visualize area and perimeter
easily, and promotes greater
understanding as children develop
spatial skills.

Each pentomino piece resembles a
letter of the alphabet. As you direct
students in activities, refer to the
pieces using their letter names.

A Slide, A Flip, A Turn
Choose three pentomino pieces and
trace around them on a transparency
to indicate a slide, a flip and a turn,
as shown.

Symmetry
Trace a pentomino piece on a
transparency, and display it on the
overhead.Ask a volunteer to place the
matching piece on the outline, then flip
it over and see if it fits back on its
outline. Symmetrical pieces will fit
back on their outlines after they have
been flipped. Continue this process
with other pentomino pieces. Have
students sort their pieces into sets to
showwhich pieces have symmetry.

Puzzles
Fit pentomino pieces together to form
puzzle shapes, and trace the outline
of these shapes on transparencies.

In turn, volunteers can place pieces
on the overhead to cover the puzzles.

Congruent Shapes
Use pentomino pieces to draw a
3" x 5" rectangle on a transparency.
Ask students to use their pieces to
form other rectangles that are
congruent. Children can record their
work by tracing around the pieces in
each rectangle they form, or by
listing letter names for the pieces
in each rectangle.

Perimeter
The scoring of pentominoes makes
them especially-suited for finding
the perimeter of shapes. To introduce
students to perimeter, prepare inch
graph paper on a transparency. Place
the transparency on the overhead,
align a pentomino piece on the graph
paper and trace with a marker. Ask
students to estimate how many units
make up the outside of the shape,
then help them count to check. This
measure is the perimeter.
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Area
Displayapentominoonthe
overhead.Explaintoyourstudents
thatareaisthetotalnumberofsquare
unitscoveredbythepentomino
pieces.Havethemfindthearea.(A=5
sq.inchesforeachpiece.)Make
shapeswithmorethanonepiece,and
findtheresultingareas.

Tessellations
Flip,turnorslidepentominopieces
tomaketessellations.Traceeach
shapeasitismoved,thencoloritin
foruniquemosaicpatterns.
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Set of 6 Scored Pentomino Puzzles
6 Colors

Youropinionmatters!Visit
www.LearningResources.com
towriteaproductrevieworto
findastorenearyou.


